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RESONANCE ELIMINATION       

HARMONIC FILTER  REHF    
LV– HV  Applications 

 
The Omniverter REHF filters are used when disturbances 
or resonances occur at  higher frequencies, typically    
higher than 11th Harmonic. 
 
With conventional LC circuits it is possible to shift a            
potential network resonance to another frequency but the 
resonance cannot be completely eliminated from the  
electrical system by just an LC circuit. 
 
By introducing a High Pass Resistor as part of the REHF 
resonance now can be eliminated from the electrical  
system. 
 
REHF  units can be designed for use at Low Voltage up to 
600V, MV or at HV using transformer coupling. 

Omniverter Resonance Elimination  Harmonic Filter REHF  brings new                 
technology for  correction of resonance from Low Voltage to HV Applications. 
 
It can also be configured to correct voltage spikes from the electrical supply caused  
by electrical utilities switching on MV or HV capacitor banks.  
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THE PROBLEM 

Capacitance is spread around the electrical supply system e.g. long cable runs, capacitor banks and input 
filters, which can combine with reactive loads such as a transformer to create a resonance condition. 

If there is any current source within the grid system which has a frequency close to this resonance frequency 
then even a small current can cause high levels of voltage distortion. 

Examples of distortion of current and voltage due to resonance 

 

 

High Voltages 

 

Low Currents 
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THE SOLUTION 

By using a damping high pass filter in parallel to the power grid (see schematic diagram) the resonance 
can effectively be eliminated.   
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Power Grid  Impedances 

The brown graph shows the power grid impedance from the point of view of a low voltage distribution   
system without the REHF.  The green line shows the result after applying the REHF. 
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Test Data from Case Study 

No REHF installed 

With REHF installed 

No REHF installed 

With REHF installed 
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Noise at 6kHz > 25% 

Actual Measurement of Current and Voltage 

Almost nothing to see at 6kHz 


